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The Effect of Cell and Module Dimensions on
Thermomechanical Stress in PV Modules
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Abstract—We present an evaluation of the silicon solar cell as
well as the photovoltaic (PV) module size and its effect on thermo-
mechanical stress. The evaluation is based on finite-element method
(FEM) simulations. Within these simulations, we perform parame-
ter variations of the number of solar cells within a PV module from
60–140 cells, of the cell size from 156.0–161.75 mm, and the cell
format from full cells down to quarter cells. The FEM simulations
cover the lamination process, mechanical load, and thermal cycling
for glass–foil as well as glass–glass modules. The presented results
reveal correlations between the solar cell and module size with the
stress in the solar cells. We also find that the interaction of the
laminate with the module frame plays a significant role in thermal
cycling. Of the varitations under investigation, the increase in cell
size has the largest effect on the stress. However, at a mechanical
load of 2400 Pa, glass–foil modules with less than 96 solar cells have
a negligible failure probability. The advantage of placing the solar
cells in the neutral axis of the laminate is proven by the negligible
tensile stress values for all variations of the glass–glass modules.

Index Terms—Finite-element analysis (FEM), FEM simulations,
mechanical load, photovoltaic (PV) module, PV module size,
solar cell size, stress, thermomechanics, thermal cycling, virtual
prototyping.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN THE recent past, glass–foil photovoltaic (PV) modules
with 60 solar cells have dominated the market. According

to the tenth edition of the International Technology Roadmap
for Photovoltaic (ITRPV) [1], the market might shift to larger
modules, with 60-cell PV modules covering only about 40% in
2029. For the cell format, the ITRPV predicts a similar trend. In
2029, more than 40% of the PV modules could be made of cut
cells, such as half cells or quarter cells. At the same time, the
wafer size might shift away from the 156.0 mm edge length to
larger wafers and the market share of glass–glass PV modules
is supposed to increase. With PV module degradation rates of
up to 8% relative power loss per year due to cell cracks [2] in
conventional PV modules, the question about the effect of these
predicted trends on the thermomechanical stress in the solar
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Fig. 1. FEM model geometry of the reference module with the symmetry
axes depicted (green lines). The orange rectangles show the position of the fixed
constraint at 20% of the module length from the edge.

cells raises. The thermomechanics of conventional PV modules
was investigated by various researchers using the finite-element
method (FEM) [3]–[6]. According to the FEM simulation of
Kraemer et al. [7], glass–glass modules show no bending in
thermal cycling (TC), but the ribbons show higher compressive
stress. Also, experimental investigations have been performed
[8]–[12]. With this study, we add to the understanding of the
thermomechanics of PV modules by investigating the predicted
trends using the FEM simulations to analyze the effects of stress
related to module testing according to IEC 61215 [13]. We
benchmark potential new PV module designs versus a reference
design (glass–foil with 60 full-square solar cells of 156.75 mm
width). This is an extended evaluation of a study published
elsewhere [14].

II. METHOD

We have built a 3-D FEM model using the commercial
software Comsol Multiphysics version 5.4 of a standard PV
module based on two validated models published previously
[12], [15], [16]. Due to the large aspect ratio of the solar cell edge
length to its thickness, mechanical modeling of PV modules
is a challenging task. To minimize the computational effort,
we exploit the twofold axial symmetry of the PV laminate,
as shown in Fig. 1, by modeling a quarter laminate. As the
metallization has no significant effect on the stress [17], we
implement the solar cells as full-square monocrystalline silicon
wafer without metallization. The maximum tensile stress from
the solder joint occurs at the end of the busbar. For distances to
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TABLE I
SPECIFICATIONS AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF THE REFERENCE PV MODULE

∗Provided by manufacturer; †Measured.

the cell edge larger than about 8 mm, the maximum tensile stress
is independent of the solder joint length [18]. This implies that
for the performed variations—assuming the same metallization
layout for all variations—the contribution of the solder joint to
the total stress is approximately constant. Therefore, we neglect
the ribbons and busbars, which reduce the computational effort
significantly. The mesh consists of hexahedral elements with
2700 mesh elements per solar cell and a quadratic serendipity
basis function.

The FEM model covers the lamination process, mechanical
load (ML), and TC. For the lamination process, the FEM model
consists from top to bottom of a glass sheet, encapsulant, solar
cells, encapsulant, and backsheet/glass.

For ML and TC, we add an aluminum frame, which is
connected to the laminate by a rubber inlay. We simulate the
mounting of the framed module on a rack by a fixed constraint
on the long side of the module, which is depicted in Fig. 1 and
corresponds to model 3 in [19]. The distance to the module
edge is 20% of the long side. In the first step, we simulate the
lamination process by cooling down from 150 °C to 25 °C. In the
second step, we simulate either the homogeneous push load of
2400 Pa or one thermal cycle from+25 °C to−40 °C to+85 °C.
To consider the residual stress from lamination, we transfer the
stress tensor from the lamination to the ML and TC computation
steps. We use linear-elastic and temperature-dependent material
models shown in Table I. For the silicon solar cell, we use an
anisotropic material model.

The reference is a glass–foil PV module with 60 full-format
156.75 mm × 156.75 mm solar cells and a cell gap of 3 mm.
The total size is 1.661 m × 0.997 m. From this reference config-
uration, we vary the number of solar cells, the cell size, and the
cell format independently from each other with the parameters
shown in Table II. Additionally, we simulate each configuration
as a glass–foil and glass–glass setup. For the glass–glass setup,
the backsheet is replaced by glass, with the front and back glass
having a thickness of 2 mm. Note that both setups have a frame
for a better comparability. The variation of the number of solar
cells is composed of an increase of the number of strings (6, 8,
10) per module and an increase of the number of cells per string
(10, 12, 14).

We evaluate the FEM simulation results using the principal
stresses in the solar cells. During cooling down after lamination,
the stronger contraction of the front and back layer compress the
solar cells. Hence, the dominating stress is compressive (neg-
ative stress values). Consequently, we evaluate the minimum

TABLE II
PV MODULE DESIGN PARAMETERS USED IN THE FEM SIMULATIONS

The reference parameters are underlined.

stress by using the lowest negative stress value of the third
principal stress σIII within the solar cells. The same applies
for TC. As a brittle material, silicon solar cells fail under the
tensile stress; therefore, compressive stress is not crucial for solar
cells. However, independently of the direction, high stresses can
lead to delamination [23] and interconnector fatigue [24]. When
exposed to ML, the dominating stress in the solar cells is tensile.
Therefore, we evaluate the maximum of the first principal stress
σI within the solar cells. We convert the obtained maximum
first principal stress σI values from the front and back side of
the solar cells into a probability of failure Pf using the Weibull
distribution [25] considering the size effect [26]:

Pf = 1 − exp

(
−
∑
i

Aeff,i

(
σI,max,ref

σ0,i

)mi

)
(1)

where Aeff is the effective area, σI,max,ref is the maximum first
principal stress of the reference setup, σ0 is the Weibull scale
factor, and m is the Weibull modulus. The sum is over the values
of the front (sunny) and backside, respectively. The effective area
Aeff can be interpreted as the area of significant stress values and
is calculated for the front and backside separately by

Aeff,i = ∫
(
σI,i (x, y)

σI,max,ref

)m

dAi. (2)

The probability of failure Pf expresses the likelihood that
within one module at least one crack in at least one solar
cell occurs. For the Weibull scale factor σ0 and modulus m,
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TABLE III
WEIBULL PARAMETER USED TO CALCULATE THE PROBABILITY OF FAILURE

Values of Weibull modulus m and characteristic fracture stress σθ taken from
[27]. Scale factor σ0 calculated by σ0 = A

1/m
eff σθ , using the effective area

9116 mm² given in [27].

Fig. 2. Minimum third principal stress σIII of the solar cells after lamination
for the variation of the number of solar cells for glass–foil (g-f, green) and
glass–glass (g-g, orange) modules. The shading indicates the number of strings
per module.

we use values from Kaule et al. [27] for full format and cut
Al-BSF solar cells, as shown in Table III. In another study, Kaule
et al. [28] showed that there is no significant difference between
Al-BSF and PERC solar cells, as well as between mono- and
bifacial PERC solar cells. On the contrary, they found significant
differences between different solar cell production processes.
Therefore, the presented failure probabilities are just exemplar-
ily and the evaluation has to be performed for a specific cell type
individually.

We use the thermal expansion stiffness Eα as a measure of
the impact, which the materials have on each other. It is defined
as the product of the Young’s Modulus E and the coefficient of
thermal expansion (CTE) α [29]:

Eα = E · α. (3)

III. RESULTS

A. Lamination

First, we analyze the variation of the number of cells de-
picted in Fig. 2. The compressive stress for glass–foil modules
increases slightly from 84 MPa (60 cells) to 85 MPa (140 cells).
The slight dependence of the cell number originates from the

Fig. 3. Minimum third principal stress σIII of the solar cells after lamination
for the variation of the (a) cell size and cell (b) format for glass–foil (green), and
glass–glass (orange) modules.

increase in the module size with the number of added cells
times the cell gap. Due to the CTE mismatch of the front glass
and backsheet, glass–foil modules show a small convex bow
after lamination, which adds up to the above-mentioned stress
originating from the compression of the solar cells by the front
and back layer. Moreover, the bow increases with an increasing
module size and hence the stress from the bow. For six strings,
the difference is very small and hardly visible in Fig. 2. For an
increasing number of strings, the bow becomes more prominent
and hence the difference in the compressive stress becomes more
significant.

As the glass–glass module stack is vertically symmetric, it
does not show a significant bow after lamination and hence
there is no dependence on the number of cells. However, it
shows a higher compressive stress of 89 MPa compared to the
glass-foil setup. This higher compressive stress relates to the
higher thermal expansion stiffnessEα of glass as compared with
the backsheet. While the glass has a value of 630 kPa/K, the
backsheet has a much lower value of 176.4 kPa/K. Additionally,
the back-glass is thicker than the backsheet. Consequently, the
back glass contracts the solar cell stronger than the backsheet.

Second, we analyze the variation of cell size shown in
Fig. 3(a). The compressive stress after lamination in a glass–foil
module slightly increases from 83 MPa (156.0 mm) to 85 MPa
(161.75 mm). The slight increase originates on the one hand,
from the increase of the module size as described above and on
the other hand from the larger cell size itself. As the cell is larger,
the cell compression by the front and back layer is larger. The
latter also applies to glass–glass modules. Consequently, they
show a dependence on the cell size, with 89 MPa compressive
stress (156.0 mm) to 91 MPa (161.75 mm).

Thirdly, we analyze the variation of cell format depicted in
Fig. 3(b). The compressive stress after lamination in a glass–foil
module decreases from 83.5 MPa (full format) to 73.4 MPa
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Fig. 4. Maximum first principal stress σI at 2400 Pa push load (bars, left axis)
with the corresponding probability of failure Pf (symbols, right axis) for the
variation of the number of solar cells for glass–foil (g-f, green) and glass–glass
(g-g, orange) modules. The shading indicates the number of strings per module.

(quarter cells). The decrease originates from the decrease of the
cell length, as described above. The same applies to glass–glass
modules. Consequently, they show a dependence on the cell
format, with 89 MPa (full format) to 74 MPa (quarter cells).
Again due to the higher thermal expansion stiffness Eα, the
dependence is stronger.

B. Mechanical Load

First, we analyze the variation of cells number shown in Fig. 4.
The dependence of the module size is clearly visible for both
glass–foil and glass–glass modules. For glass–foil modules, the
tensile stress increases from 26 MPa (60 cells) to 151 MPa (140
cells), which corresponds to a failure probability of 0.00019%
(60 cells) and 98% (140 cells). This shows that the mounting
has to be adapted for modules with a large area. As shown in a
previous publication [30], the chosen mounting structure has a
huge influence on the stress in solar cells.

Comparing the different number of strings, e.g., the stress for
80 cells (eight strings with ten cells) and 84 cells (six strings with
14 cells) shown in Fig. 4, shows that adding extra cells to existing
strings is more beneficial than adding an extra string. In addition
to the stronger change of the aspect ratio, the reason is the
mounting on the long side of the module. Adding an extra string
increases the width of the module without further support, which
changes the deflection and curvature. Furthermore, comparing
modules with 96 cells (eight strings with 12 cells) to 100 cells
(ten strings with ten cells), as shown in Fig. 4, reveals that
a quadratic module shape increases the number of cells with
high tensile stress. Both have an almost identical maximum
first principal stress σI but the more quadratic module with 100
cells has a higher effective area Aeff and hence a higher failure
probability Pf .

Due to the symmetric setup of glass–glass modules, the solar
cells are in the neutral zone [31]. Accordingly, the dominating
stress is the residual compressive stress from lamination. The
tensile stress is very low with 4 MPa (60 cells) and 13 MPa
(140 cells). This corresponds to a negligible probability of
failure, as was reported before, e.g., [31], even for the modules
with a high number of cells.

Second, we analyze the variation of cell size depicted in
Fig. 6(a) for ML. The tensile stress depends on the solar cell
size, as the module size increases with the cell size and hence
does the deflection. For the glass–foil setup, the tensile stress
increases from 26 MPa (156.0 mm) to 32 MPa (161.75 mm).
For the glass–glass setup, the tensile stress is 4 MPa and does
not increase significantly. All stress values correspond to a
negligible probability of failure.

Thirdly, we analyze the variation of cell format shown in
Fig. 6(b). The tensile stress in glass–foil modules increases
from 26 MPa (full cells) to 33 MPa (quarter cells). The increase
originates from the increase in the module size due to additional
cell gaps. As the cutting process induces additional flaws in the
solar cell, the characteristic fracture stress decreases and the
Weibull distribution changes. We use the Weibull parameters of
half cells from Kaule et al. [27], shown in Table III. All stress
values correspond to a negligible probability of failure.

For glass–glass modules, the deflection increases less; hence,
the increase in tensile stress is lower. Therefore, a second effect
appears: the solar cell follows the deformation of the PV module.
Consequently, a cut solar cell with a shorter length is less bowed
by the PV module’s deflection. Thus, the tensile stress slightly
decreases with decreasing cell format. For glass–glass modules,
this effect is slightly stronger than the influence of the PV module
size, which leads to a very slight decrease of the tensile stress
of about 1 MPa.

C. Thermal Cycling

First, we analyze the variation of the cell number depicted in
Fig. 7. When cooling down from +25 °C to −40 °C (Fig. 7 top),
the solar cells become further compressed by the CTE mismatch,
as described above for lamination. In contrast to the lamination
process, the laminate is now equipped with a frame. As the
aluminum frame has a higher CTE than glass, the module is
additionally deformed by this mismatch. Due to the shape of the
frame, this bending is opposed to the bending after lamination.
As a result, the differences between the different numbers of cells
vanish almost completely for both glass–foil and glass–glass
modules. This finding disagrees with the results from Kraemer
et al. [7] that glass–glass modules show no deformation in TC.
The discrepancy lies in the different FEM model setups. While
Kraemer et al. model the frame with a fixed constraint at the outer
edges of the module, in this work, the frame is considered in the
geometry. This shows the importance of modeling the frame
with realistic assumptions, as shown by Schicker et al. [19].

When heating up to +85 °C (Fig. 7 bottom), the compression
resulting from the CTE mismatch of the front/back layer and
silicon reduces. On the contrary, the frame induces a deflection
of the PV module, which induces compressive stress in the solar
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Fig. 5. First principal stress σI on the backside of the solar cells for modules with a similar number of cells but a different number of strings. The orange rectangle
indicates the position of the frame mounting.

Fig. 6. Maximum first principal stress σI at 2400 Pa push load (bars, left
axis) with the corresponding probability of failure Pf (symbols, right axis) for
the variation of the (a) cell size and (b) cell format for glass–foil (green), and
glass–glass (orange) modules.

cells. Increasing the number of cells per string leads to a minimal
decrease of the compressive stress. On the contrary, the stress
slightly increases for an increase of the number of strings per
module from about 78 MPa for 6 strings to about 80 MPa for
10 strings for glass–foil modules. The same is observed for
glass–glass modules. However, due to the smaller deformation,
the differences are minimal and not significant.

Second, we analyze the variation of cell size shown in
Fig. 8. As described above, due to the further compression
by the cooling down to −40 °C (Fig. 8 left), the compressive
stress increases. Since the frame deformation is opposed to
the deformation by the CTE mismatch of glass and backsheet,
which increases with the cell size, the increase in cell size leads

Fig. 7. Minimum third principal stress σIII of the solar cells at −40 °C (top)
and +85 °C (bottom) for the variation of the number of cells for glass–foil
(green) and glass–glass (orange) modules.

to a decrease of compressive stress from 259 MPa (156.00 mm)
to 250 MPa (161.75 mm). The same applies to glass–glass
modules with a decrease from 268 MPa (156.00 mm) to 258
MPa (161.75 mm).

Heating up to +85 °C (Fig. 8 right) again relieves the com-
pressive stress. The opposed deformation by the frame leads
to a vanishing difference in cell size for both glass–foil and
glass–glass modules with glass–foil modules having a compres-
sive stress of about 79 MPa and glass–glass modules of about
90 MPa.

Thirdly, we analyze the variation of cell format depicted in
Fig. 9. As before, the cooling down to −40 °C (Fig. 9 left)
further compresses the solar cells. Now, two different effects act
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Fig. 8. Minimum third principal stress σIII of the solar cells at −40 °C (left)
and +85 °C (right) for the variation of the cell size for glass–foil (green) and
glass–glass (orange) modules.

Fig. 9. Minimum third principal stress σIII of the solar cells at −40 °C (left)
and +85 °C (right) for the variation of the cell format for glass–foil (green) and
glass–glass (orange) modules.

against each other. First, as in lamination, a smaller solar cell
size leads to a smaller stress build-up. Second, more cell gaps
lead to a larger module and consequently, the deformation by the
frame becomes lager. Between third cells and quarter cells, the
influence of the frame deflection becomes dominating. There-
fore, the compressive stress decreases first with a decreasing
cell format but then increases again. This is observed for both
module setups. For glass–foil modules, the compressive stress
values are in the range of 250 MPa (full cells) to 222 MPa (third
cells), and for glass–glass: 263 MPa (quarter cells) to 255 MPa
(third cells).

When heating up to +85 °C (Fig. 9 right), the compressive
stress is again relieved partially. Also, the deformation due to

the CTE mismatch between glass and frame is in contrast again.
However, the induced deformation is smaller than −40 °C.
Therefore, the stress relief by the decrease of the cell format
is the dominating effect for both module setups. For glass–foil
modules, the compressive stress values are in the range of
78 MPa (full cells) to 68 MPa (quarter cells), and for glass–glass:
85 MPa (full cells) to 70 MPa (quarter cells).

IV. CONCLUSION

We present a thorough study of solar cell and PV module
dimensions and its effect on the thermomechanical stress on PV
modules. The presented FEM simulations cover the lamination
process, ML, and TC for glass–foil and glass–glass modules.

The tensile stress from ML of 2400 Pa increases for an
increased number of cells per module, as well as for an increase
in cell size and when going from full format cells to cut cells.
However, all investigated variations have noncritical stress val-
ues, except for glass–foil modules with more than 84 solar cells.
To prevent cell cracking, the mounting has to be adapted. For
glass–glass modules, the stress and the corresponding probabil-
ity of failure are negligible for all investigated variations. They
benefit from the position of the solar cells in the neutral zone,
which reduces the stress to negligible values.

Lamination and TC induce compressive stress in the solar
cells, which is not responsible for cell cracks but can induce
delamination and ribbon fatigue. In TC, the number of solar cells
has only a minor effect on the compressive stress. Changing from
full format cells to cut cells decreases the compressive stress.
Increasing the solar cell size decreases the compressive stress
slightly due to the larger module area.

Finally, it can be concluded that increasing the number of
cells per string induces less stress than increasing the number of
strings per module. The change from 156.00 mm to 161.75 mm
solar cells influences the stress of cells in the PV module as
well as decreasing the cell format. However, both have a smaller
effect than increasing the cell number for example from 60 to
72 cells when considering MLs.
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